Veterinary Curriculum Enhancement Grant
Frequently Asked Questions

Cornell University College of Veterinary Medicine and the Jockey Club College of Veterinary Medicine and Life Sciences program at City University have formed a strategic alliance to advance veterinary education. This FAQ answers common questions faculty have about participation in the program. For additional information, please contact Andrea Beukema, Project Manager and Lead Instructional Designer, at alb428@cornell.edu.

1. Who owns the learning resources that are developed through this grant?

Faculty awarded this grant are paired with a diverse team of educational technologists to jointly produce innovative learning resources. This unique team-based approach is made possible through funding from the Cornell and CityU partnership and all learning resources developed through this program are therefore jointly owned by Cornell University and City University.

2. How and where can I use the learning resources?

Faculty authors are permitted to implement the resources in any curricular program(s) at Cornell University. The faculty member decides when and how to implement the resources in their courses.

3. Can I use the resources for continuing education purposes?

Yes, faculty authors are permitted to use the learning resources for continuing education purposes delivered in a face-to-face setting. Any distribution of learning resources in an online format must be reviewed and approved by the Associate Dean for Education at Cornell University.

4. How will the materials created under the grant be used by CityU?

As part of the Cornell-CityU partnership, faculty members at CityU are permitted to implement learning resources developed through this grant in their Bachelor of Veterinary Science program. The Office of the Dean and the Educational Support Services team at Cornell will aid CityU faculty in the file transfer and implementation process.
5. **Will I receive credit for my learning resource?**

Faculty who complete a project through this program will be listed as authors. Attribution of authorship will remain with the resource in whatever location or platform the resource is implemented. Authors are encouraged to include the grant and any related educational scholarship on their curriculum vitae and tenure or promotion dossier.

6. **Can I use the resources developed through the grant if I leave Cornell?**

Copyright for learning resources reside with Cornell and CityU. However, authors may request permission by the Associate Dean for Education at Cornell University to use the resource at an alternate educational institution.

7. **Can Cornell or City U commercialize the products produced through the grant?**

The partnership agreement between Cornell and CityU allows for commercialization of products created through the grant program. Any commercialization will be jointly pursued by both institutions and will provide for joint revenue sharing. Revenue derived from commercialization will be used to support education initiatives.

8. **Can I sell products developed through the grant?**

Participants are encouraged to bring any possible commercialization opportunities to the Associate Dean for Education at Cornell for consideration. Any commercialization opportunities must be pursued in collaboration with Cornell and CityU.